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Abstract: Recent studies using satellite data have shown a growing interest in detecting and
anticipating landslide failures. However, their value for an actual landslide prediction has shown
variable results. Therefore, the use of satellite images for that purpose still requires additional
attention. Here, we study the landslide of the Tunnel du Chambon in the French Alps that ruptured
in July 2015, generating major impacts on economic activity and infrastructures. To evaluate the
contribution of very high-resolution optical satellite images to characterize and potentially anticipate
the landslide failure, we conduct here a retro analysis of its evolution. Two time periods are analyzed:
September 2012 to September 2014, and May to July 2015. We combine Pléiades optical images
analysis and geodetic measurements from in situ topographic monitoring. Satellite images were
correlated to detect pre-failure motions, showing 1.4-m of displacement between September 2012
and September 2014. In situ geodetic measures were used to analyze motions during the main
activity of the landslide in June and July 2015. Topographic measurements highlight different areas of
deformations and two periods of strong activity, related to the last stage of the tertiary creep and to
anthropic massive purges of unstable masses. The law of acceleration toward the rupture observed in
June and July 2015 over the topographic targets also fits well the satellite observation between 2012
and 2014, showing that the landslide probably already entered into tertiary creep 2.5 years before
its failure.

Keywords: medium-scale landslides; pre-failure motions; detection; Pléiades satellites; in-situ
geodetic measurements

1. Introduction

Landslides of medium-scale volumes (>105 mm3) are common phenomena in the Alps, where
they pose permanent threats to industrialized and narrow valleys. The main risk associated with
those landslides is their potential to form natural dams, which could block the rivers in the narrow
valleys [1,2], and have devastating consequences for people and facilities downstream in the case of a
rupture. Landslides could also affect infrastructures over the long-term, as some of they can block the
connectivity between territories for many years. These landslides, thus, highlight the vulnerability of
the alpine territory to natural hazards.

Detection and monitoring of landslide activity has been one of the main responses to this problem
in the French Alps for more than 30 years, together with large deviation works of the roads and
digging of tunnels for the rivers [3]. Landslide detection can, however, be very tricky in steep and
inaccessible areas. That is why the use of satellite data for landslide motion detection has gained a
growing interest in the last few years [4,5], and this includes pre-failure motions [6], which can be
precursory of catastrophic failures [7].
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Detection before rupture is important to anticipate the possible consequences of landslides.
Notably, cracking or creeping can sometimes be observed [8]. Such pre-failure motions can be
explained through the tertiary creep stage of the material [9], and have been found to follow in some
cases a power-law of acceleration pattern. This power-law has been used to tentatively estimate a date
of failure, with more or less success [10].

The speed of the pre-failure motion can have different orders of magnitude (between 0.1 and
2000 cm/day) [11], such that acceleration sometimes occurs over a very short period of time, making
the final rupture difficult to predict. Pre-failure motions can be identified from in situ observations
and monitoring in areas where visual signs of instabilities exist, but several recent developments
have shown that these pre-failure accelerations can also be detected from space using Interferometric
Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data [12,13] or optical images [6].

However, such a detection is still limited to very few case-studies [6,12–16], revealing in particular
that the application of InSAR is limited to centimetric motions per month, and that for larger motions,
optical images with a frequent revisit time (e.g., Sentinel-2, 5 days at the Equator), despite the mean
resolution of 10 m, have a high detection value. Its use is nevertheless limited to large landslides
with metric motions before failures. Based on modeling and on the analysis of monitoring data from
56 old landslides, a previous study [17] concluded that pre-failure motion could have been detected
on 30% of the case studies using recent InSAR data, based on motion detection of lambda/4 between
two acquisitions, that is, 1.4 cm every 10 days for Sentinel-1. Despite its interest, this study remains
purely theoretical, and does not take into account the fact that precursory motions can occur on very
limited areas of the landslide (as shown in a previous study [12]), and thus the detection with medium
resolution satellites (either optical or radar) is difficult. This review shows the interest of estimating
the value of Very High-Resolution (VHR) optical satellite data.

To demonstrate the possibility of detecting pre failure motion with optical satellites, more case
studies need to be carried out with data of various resolutions and revisit times. For smaller landslides
or lower pre-failure landslide motions, very high-resolution optical satellites have the advantages
of lower ground motion uncertainties and the ability to detect slow-moving landslides of lower
extents [18,19] than for medium resolution satellites. In particular, previous studies have shown
horizontal motion uncertainties using correlation of Pléiades satellite images (70 cm of resolution) of
15 cm. Despite their lower frequency of revisit, the ability of pre-failure landslide motion detection
with VHR data must be evaluated.

Such is the main goal of our study, and we take advantage of a specific landslide where good
knowledge and in situ measurements where available during the failure process.

We focus on a late-detected, medium-scale landslide in the French Alps, the landslide of the Tunnel
du Chambon that provoked an important road cut over 2.5 years over a major road axis, frequented
by about 2700 vehicles per day. It impacted local populations and economy in the long term, and
gained some fame as the Tour de France bicycling race had to be diverted in July 2015. The landslide
was only detected 3 months before its final rupture in July 2015 [20], and the question is raised in this
study about the existence of some landslide activity before this date. We indeed detect and analyze
slow-motions before the failure using both in situ measurements and very high-resolution satellite
images from the Pléiades satellites.

2. Data and Method

2.1. Site Study

The landslide of the Tunnel du Chambon is located in the French Alps along the Chambon artificial
lake reservoir (Figure 1a). The landslide affects the tunnel of the road linking Grenoble to Briançon,
two vibrant agglomerations. Since its construction in 1935, the tunnel has undergone several kinds
of damage, including rock falls, such as in 1977 and 1978, or the growth of unfavorable cracks [20].
From there the tunnel was monitored by convergence measures on its walls. In 2010, as a result of this
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convergence acceleration, a diagnostic was performed. However, it concluded that there was no major
landslide affecting the area. Nevertheless, remedial works were realized in 2012 and extensometers
were set up inside the tunnel. Between 2012 and 2014, disorders in the tunnel amplified, and it finally
closed in April 2015 after the emergence of several surface fissures. The mapping of these observed
fissures delimits 3 main compartments, noted as B1, B2, and B3 in Figure 1b. Each compartment could,
hence, hold a different kinematical behavior.

On July 4 a major but incomplete rupture of the landslide occurred. As a consequence, all of the
actors of the landslide risk management team decided to increase the lake level to purge the remaining
unstable masses. The lake level was raised several meters in one week.

Due to the high traffic of the road in this touristic area, authorities decided to build an emergency
access road on the other side of the valley that was delivered in late November 2015, and a new tunnel
was constructed, making normal traffic possible in December 2017, more than 2.5 years after the first
landslide detection.
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Figure 1. Landslide of the Tunnel du Chambon. (a) Area of study with its situation in France (source:
Google Earth). The rectangular is the localization of the landslide. Shaded relief indicates the satellite
imaging area used in this study. (b) Photography of the landslide [20].

During its activity in April–July 2015, an in situ instrumentation described in Section 2.4
(extensometers, topographic targets, geophysical surveys) was set up by the SAGE society (Société
Alpine de Géotechnique, France) to monitor the phenomenon.
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From a geological point of view, the landslide affected lower Jurassic sedimentary rocks (Lias),
mainly comprising slate, the orientation range of which is from 0◦ N to 35◦ N and dipping from 60◦ to
65◦ toward the east. It reaches a length of 250 m and a width of 100 m. From drillings, cross-sections, and
geophysical surveys, a previous study [20] estimated a volume involved of approximately 600,000 m3

and a maximal thickness of 25 m. Two thalwegs frame the landslide and a head-scarp has been
developing since April 2015, bounding the limits of the most active part. The lower limit of the slide
cannot be determined, because the landslide toe stands below the lake level. From top to bottom, the
study site can be divided into four geomorphological parts (Figure 1b): a bench tilted at 15 to 20◦; a
grassed area tilted at 40◦; rock steps on the west side and steep ravines on the east side; and an area in
the lower part of the landslide sloping at 37◦.

2.2. Satellite Data

Here, we used 6 very high-resolution optical satellite images from the Pléiades constellation,
corresponding to all the Pléiades data available for our period of study on this area. Their spatial
resolutions are 70 cm in panchromatic mode. They were captured at four different times: 28 September
2012, and 26 September 2014, images were acquired in a monoscopic mode, and the 19 July 2016, and
22 September 2016, images were acquired in a stereoscopic mode. The B/H ratio (baseline between
the two optical images to altitude of the satellite ratio, which defines the sensitivity of the stereo
pair to the topography [21]) of the two stereo-pairs is similar and equals 0.3. These acquisitions are,
therefore, suitable for generating fine Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for the area. Indeed, precedent
studies using Pléiades images in low vegetative areas have shown metric uncertainties of the Pléiades
DEMs [19,22]. The common area between all images covers a footprint of 23 km2 (Figure 1a).

2.3. Satellite Images Processing

We processed the Pléiades images to measure ground displacements at multiple times. As
described in Figure 2, a classical approach [18,19,23] was used. First, a DEM was generated from
stereoscopic images using the open source software Ames Stereo Pipeline [24] and the methodology
described in a previous study [25] to get the DEMs after the major rupture events of July 2015. Due to
monoscopic mode acquisitions, no DEMs could have been generated before July 2015. This is why we
used available data from an airborne Light Detection And Ranging method (LiDAR), a DEM acquired
in 2010 over the landslide area. The high-resolution of an airborne LiDAR provides a centimetric
accuracy for vertical positions and a decametric accuracy for planimetric positions, depending on the
field [26,27]. The Lidar was acquired with a planimetric resolution of 50 cm and the vegetation was
filtered from the data. We combined the 2016 Pléiades DEM (covering the whole Pléiades area) and
the 2010 LiDAR DEM (covering only an area around the landslide) to get a realistic topography over
the whole area of study before the 2015 landslide rupture. We first corrected for the horizontal and
vertical shifts between LiDAR and Pléiades DEM using the method from a previous study [28], before
combining the two DEMs. The difference in morphology between 2010 and 2016 was estimated by
subtracting the Lidar and the Pléiades once shifted.

Then, the Pléiades images were orthorectified with the Ames Stereo Pipeline using the Rational
Polynomial Coefficient (RPC) provided by the satellites and the concomitant DEM. The 2012 and 2014
images were, therefore, orthorectified on the 2010 DEM, whereas the 2016 images were orthorectified
using the 2016 Pléiades DEM. Thereafter, we estimated the ground displacements between successive
images using the subpixel correlator developed in Cosi-corr [23]. We used a classical correlation
window size of 32 pixels [19]. This rather large correlation window was adopted after a process
of trial and error to reduce the noise and to cope with variations of the surface state [29]. We then
corrected for the possible bias in the image orthorectification by subtracting the mean value of EW
and NS displacement fields. Finally, to exclude noisy or aberrant values, displacement fields were
then filtered [5,6,22,30]. Here, we considered two filter parameters. We masked pixels with Signal
Noise Ratio (SNR) lower than 0.6 and with motion orientation not larger than 70◦ from the slope aspect.
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Parameters were chosen, after a sensitivity analysis, to filter the aberrant values or values that are not
consistent with a gravitational motion. We finally got two displacement fields spanning the periods
September 2012–September 2014 and July 2016–September 2016.
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Figure 2. Schematic workflow used to analyze VHR satellite images.

2.4. In-Situ Data

A network of 24 topographic targets was set up on the landslide area in June 2015 by the SAGE
society (Figure 3a). Seven targets were located in stable areas around the movement and 17 on
the unstable mass. Planimetric and altimetric displacements were regularly recorded thanks to an
automatic theodolite placed in the southern side of the lake in front of the movement. The measurement
frequency was 1.5 h with a precision of 2 mm, as estimated from the standard deviation calculated on
targets located in the stable parts. After the main crisis in July 2015, most of the topographic targets
disappeared or were destroyed. Therefore, a new network of 24 topographic points was installed with
a measurement frequency of 6 h until early 2017.
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Figure 3. General behavior of the landslide during summer 2015. (a) Position of the topographic targets
on a photograph [20]. Numerated targets are used in (b). (b) Displacements in meters of the selected
topographic targets (filled circles in (a)). Phase 1 indicates the main rupture (4–6 July 2015), whereas
phase 2 indicates the induced purge of the unstable masses (25–27 July 2015).

3. Results

3.1. In Situ Landslide Motion

The topographic monitoring clearly reveals two different periods of landslide activity (Figure 3b).
The first one until 6 July, where all topographic targets on the landslide present an accelerating pattern
of motion. For instance, the most active target accelerates from 0.2 to 4 m/day from the July 4 to 6 July.
This is followed by a quieter period, where velocities are reduced. Later, a second active period then
occurs, from 25 July to 27 July, and most of the targets accelerate.

We identify three different areas based on the displacement behaviors: on the Eastside of
the landslide, targets represented by C16 and C15 (black area on Figure 3a) undergo important
displacements (d(XYZ) > 10 m) during the first crisis, whereas targets located on the Westside, which
are represented by C13, C10, and C2, moved only by a few meters (d(XYZ) < 5 m). In the same period,
the targets located at the top (C21) present displacements of between 5 and 10 m. The second crisis
shows a more homogeneous displacement of the targets. This phase is induced by the elimination
of the unstable masses, from the mentioned raised lake level. Yet, the targets situated at the top of
the landslide (C21) present a constant and relatively low displacement during this second step. This
corresponds to only a land subsidence at the top, whereas the rest of the terrain shows a global slide.
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The different areas were delimited based on both the visible and assumed scarps at the beginning
of 2015 (Figure 3a): the green area, where displacements don’t exceed a few meters before the first
phase; the black area, where displacements are more pronounced (d(XYZ) > 10 m before the first
phase); and the red area, where displacements are also important but are not affected by the second
phase. Additional to the three zones, the blue area collapsed during the first phase and could not
be followed further, and the transparent area did not hold enough indicators for its behavior to be
correctly resolved. The topographic measures were abandoned at the beginning of 2017, and the
measures acquired during 2016 to 2017 only showed a slow activity (centimetric displacements per
month), which was mainly located in the 2015 green area.

3.2. Satellite Images Processing Uncertainties

The uncertainty of the satellite image processing can be estimated by comparison with the
theodolite measurements available in the period from July to September (covering the 2016 acquisition).
Ten topographic targets distributed inside and around the landslide (Figure 4a) were selected from the
2016 network for comparison (Figure 4b). Only the targets whose displacements could be recorded
without too many discontinuities were selected. The standard deviations of the distribution (difference
of Pléiades and theodolite displacements) for the components EW and NS are, respectively, 9.5 cm and
7.9 cm.

Topographic targets

a

σ = 7.9 cm

RMSE = 11.6 cm

NS component

EW component 

  RMSE = 9.4 cm

EW component

c

b

σ = 9.5 cm

Figure 4. Comparison between the planimetric displacements originated from the correlation between
July 2016 and September 2016 with the planimetric displacements recorded by the automatic theodolite.
(a) Position of the topographic targets that are used for the comparison (orthoimage dating of July
19 2016). The displacement field is represented by arrows. Colors indicate the magnitude in meters.
(b) Histogram for the EW component of the difference of the displacements from both methods.
(c) Histogram for the NS component of the difference of the displacements from both methods.

The error distribution shows a root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of 9.4 cm in the EW component
and of 11.6 cm in the NS component.
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Unfortunately, no in situ data are available for the two acquisitions before the 2015 crisis. Therefore,
we decided to also estimate the uncertainty on the displacement fields by analyzing the distribution of
Pléiades displacements in the stable part of the images (the footprint shown in Figure 5). The standard
deviation of the 2012–2014 displacement distribution is 11 cm for the EW component and 11 cm for the
NS component (Figure 5a,b). As a comparison, the displacements detected by Pléiades between July
and September 2016 display a standard deviation of 18 cm in the EW component and 18 cm in the NS
component (Figure 5c,d). The differences of the acquisition parameters, such as the angle of incidence,
or the difference of shadow between July and September, could explain the larger uncertainties in
the 2016 displacement field. We can also notice that the uncertainty of the displacement distribution
estimated on the stable area is slightly higher (×1.5 times higher) than the uncertainty calculated by
comparison with the topographic targets for the 2016 displacement field. It is, however, on the same
order of magnitude, so that we have used this number as an estimator of the uncertainty.
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Figure 5. Histograms of the displacement distributions for the EW component and the NS component
calculated in a restricted area without taking into account the landslide part represented by the
rectangular shape (e). (a,b) Histograms stem from the correlation between September 2012 and
September 2014. (c,d) Histograms stem from the correlation between July 2016 and September 2016.
Here, σ represents the standard deviation, and the red curve represents the Gaussian fit. (e) Zoom-in of
the area of interest in which the calculation was performed.
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3.3. 2012–2014 Motions

The correlation between the images prior to the crisis (from September 2012 to September 2014)
clearly indicates significant motions over the landslide (Figure 6a). The maximum displacement
detected on the landslide is 1.50 +/− 0.11 m. The western boundary is quite well visible compared to
the eastern boundary. Some patches of motions are also detected in the displacement field outside
of the landslide limits, despite the two filters applied, which are mostly northeast of the landslide.
We assume those motions are related to vegetation effects and associated with shadow changes [19]
or errors of orthorectification. Indeed, errors arise on areas where orthorectification of the 2012 and
2014 images were undertaken on the LiDAR Digital Terrain Model (DTM), which does not take the
vegetation into account. This DTM, combined with difference of satellite acquisition angles, leads to
difference of orthorectification of the vegetation. Conveniently, such errors do not arise on the actual
landslide, due to the low vegetative cover there.
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Figure 6. Displacements preceding the failure. (a) Displacement field between September 2012 and
September 2014. The arrows show its orientation and the color map indicates its amplitude in meters.
The predicted time of slope failure is applied to 10 topographic targets with numeration represented by
red circles. (b) Inverse of velocity versus time for targets C26 and C17, with the associated standard
deviation. For these two targets, the rupture was predicted, respectively, on 3 July and 4 July 2015.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Landslide Characterization

The motion of the topographic targets, which shows some subsidence at the top and a global slide
along the slope, is consistent with a rotational movement. In addition, the difference in DEM from 2010
to 2016 clearly shows the development of the landslide head scarp at the top, and the bulging at the
slope toe (Figure 7). The maximum altitude difference between both DEMs shows a 20 m erosion, close
to the head scarp, and 15 m of accretion at its toe. The latter cannot be well estimated because of the
lake level not being the same in 2010 and 2016. This indicates the landslide toe is situated under the
lake level. The comparison shows that this landslide has a thickness of at least 20 m, which correspond
to the thickness of rock damage inferred by geophysical investigations [20]. Around the study site,
we have observed some positive variations of altitude that coincide with vegetation areas. Indeed,
the 2010 Topography is a LiDAR DTM corrected from the vegetation, whereas the 2016 Topography
generated with the Pléiades stereoscopic images is a Digital Surface Model (DSM). The DEM difference
does not impact the measures in the study area because of the low vegetation (see Figure 7a).

The two phases observed in the theodolite targets reveal two different physical processes. The
first one corresponds to the tertiary creep of the failure [11], whereas the second phase coincides with
the variation of the lake level, as shown in a previous study [20].
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4.2. Landslide Prediction

Concerning the landslide prediction, the motions observed in the month before the main failure
(Figure 6a) display a classical pattern of acceleration versus time [31], which can be fitted by a linear
function with time of 1/v [11]. The parameters of this linear fit (Equation (1)) calculated from norm L2
(least-squares), which are estimated over the last month for all available targets and situated in the
landslide area, are given in Table 1.

dt1−t2 =
1
a
× log

(
at2 + b
at1 + b

)
, (1)
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where dt1−t2 , t1 and t2, a, and b are, respectively, the theoretical displacement between 2012 and 2014,
the interval time span, and the parameters of the linear function. In total, 10 targets were available
during the complete period (Figure 6a). The RMSE associated with the linear fit is under 10−3 mm
(Table 1), and all the fits agree with a main rupture occurring between 1 July and 5 July (Table 1). The
linear approximation reproduces the whole dataset finely, given the uncertainty of the measurements
(Figure 6b). Such acceleration of motion versus time is classically explained as the final stage of creep
processes of brittle materials [32–35], corresponding to a landslide fault zone sufficiently matured to
evolve toward the landslide collapse [36].

Table 1. Prediction of time slope failure and comparison between the theoretical displacements and
the Pléiades motion in mm. The RMSE is calculated from the difference between the theoretical
displacements and the linear function fitting.

Topographic
Points

Prediction of Time
Slope Failure

Theoretical
Displacement (mm)

Pléiades Motion
(mm)

RMSE Fitting
(×10−3 mm)

C6 04/07/15 343 296 0.46
C7 04/07/15 551 355 0.039
C8 01/07/15 536 435 0.32

C13 04/07/15 327 255 0.33
C14 04/07/15 454 479 0.0057
C15 04/07/15 1167 759 0.31
C16 03/07/15 630 337 0.44
C17 05/07/15 477 253 0.11
C20 04/07/15 321 381 0.048
C21 03/07/15 721 413 1.3

The motion of 1.50 +/− 0.11 m, measured with Pléiades for a period of 2.5 years before the failure,
indicates a preparation of the landslide over several years. Thus, we can wonder whether those
yearly motions are consistent with the short-term acceleration observed in the month before the failure.
Therefore, we retroactively predict the displacement that should be observed during the 2012 to 2014
Pléiades period, using the laws of displacement versus time, inverted from the geodetic measurements
in the month before the rupture. Results for 10 targets indicate a predicted motion between 3 and 117 cm
over two years, (Table 1), which compares well with the Pléiades motions observed at these different
points, given the Pléiades displacement field uncertainty. Indeed, differences between retroactive
prediction and Pléiades displacement are between 2 and 40 +/− 11 cm. This comparison suggests that
the landslide could have entered into tertiary creep for at least 2.5 years. This conclusion is of interest
for the prediction of landslide ruptures from satellite data, had a time-series of images been available.
In particular, it shows the importance of the very high-resolution required to detect slow motions on
small areas with high accuracy.

Previous studies have focused on the detection of pre-failure motions using medium resolution
optical satellites (Sentinel-2) with high frequency revisiting [6]. These datasets lead to metric motion
uncertainties between 2 acquisitions. As the pre-failure motions are often smaller [11] and affect only
small areas, the use of such medium resolution satellites is limited. Our study indicates the high value
of high-resolution imagery to detect the slow movements related to landslide pre-failure. We clearly
show that the area detected is small (and much smaller than the total mass that collapsed) and its
ground motion is only detectable with VHR satellites. This case-study is, therefore, of importance for
deriving operational tools for landslide detection.

However, the availability of datasets of very high-resolution images, limited by cloud coverage in
mountainous areas, and the image acquisition policy restrict the use of these data to landslides with
long time evolution. This limitation can be partially overpassed thanks to the use of high-frequency
and the relatively high-resolution (3 m) of PlanetLabs images acquisitions. Moreover, the complexity of
the landslide history, with different phases of rupture, shows that landslide failure prediction depends
on the environmental forcing.
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5. Conclusions

This study shows that the Chambon landslide is a deep landslide of 20-m thickness. It presents
rotational movements and segmented areas of deformation, with at least three areas that evolved
differently. Two different periods of strong activity are visible on the displacement curves from
theodolite measurements. Those two periods are provoked by two distinct forcings. The first one
seems to be the final stage of tertiary creep of a gravitational rupture, whereas the second is linked
to anthropogenic massive purges caused by the lake level increase. The monitoring of the Chambon
landslide with the Pléiades images and the comparison with in situ data shows its long history and
seems to indicate that it entered into tertiary creep more than 2.5 years before its main failure in July
2015. This suggests that the fault zone was mature for several years.

We can finally continue from of previous studies [18,19] to point out the large interest of these
high-resolution images to detect areas of instability. Furthermore, we show the high value of these
satellites to anticipate the consequences of geological effects. Indeed, the detection of moving areas,
even those small in size, can evolve toward large failures. High-resolution satellites are, therefore,
major tools for pre-failure landslide detection purposes.

However, velocities at the rupture time can vary from 0.1 to 2000 cm/day [14]. The revisit time
of image acquisitions is, therefore, a key parameter for the detection and the characterization of the
tertiary creep. The limited acquisition frequency of the high-resolution images restrict their use for
short-term evolution of landslides.

In the case of the Chambon landslide, the authorities decided to close the road within 3 weeks
after the landslide detection, which did not help in planning other logistics solutions for transportation
of workers, pupils, and tourists. An emergency road was constructed within 7 months after the road
closure, which saved the valley from complete economic losses. These 7 months of road closure could,
however, have been reduced by detecting this landslide earlier. Real opportunities to detect active
landslides are arising, owing to the free access to high-resolution images on an annual basis over large
territories. For instance, French institutions now provide annual coverage of the whole French territory
with SPOT 6-7 data (System Pour l’Observation de la Terre satellites) at 1.5-m resolution.
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